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1. About TRACE
The TRACE project will explore the potential of walking and cycling tracking services to promote walking and
cycling mobility. We will focus on established walking and cycling promotion measures and thoroughly assess
the potential of ICT based tracking services to overcome barriers to implementation and finding new factors
driving the effectiveness of those measures.
Through specific research, the related ICT challenges like scheme dynamics, privacy, trust, low-cost,
interoperability and flexibility will be tackled for each type of measure. These will be established measures
to promote walking and cycling travel to workplace, shopping, school and leisure.
We will investigate both the ability that tracking tools may have to address traditional challenges of these
measures and their potential to bring new features in the fields of awareness raising, financial/tax incentives,
infrastructure planning and service concepts.
A common, flexible and open access tool will be developed to provide an ICT input and output platform that
addresses the related ICT challenges. Over this platform it will be easy for anyone to build products based on
tracking services tailored to the requirements of the specific measures. This project will develop and test a
representative set of such products in real measures underway. These test cases will at the same time
validate and provide additional inputs for the project’s research issues and trigger the widespread of tracking
services to support walking and cycling measures in Europe.
Users, policy makers, walking and cycling practitioners and final users will be deeply involved in all stages of
the project.

2. About this document
This document describes the design, implementation and testing of the planning tool provided by SISTeMA
(TAToo), that will perform a map matching operation from the input GPS trajectories and produce some key
performance indicators (KPI) that are possible to visualize on Geographic Information System (GIS) tools.
This document is a companion of the software system that constitutes the demonstrator of the tool.
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3. TAToo
3.1. What is TAToo
TAToo – Tracking Analysis Tool – translates GPS or other georeferenced trajectory data into information that
characterizes the observed flows over the mobility network, through indicators that reveal the demand for
cycling and walking, its behaviour and the performance of the existing mobility infrastructure.

3.2. Overview
TAToo is an instrument for tracking data analysis for urban mobility planning and policy making.
Based on the perception that several emerging applications are generating data on cycling and walking
movements in urban areas, the objective is to make these data valuable to urban planners and policy makers,
but also to the users themselves.
The goal is to translate the generated data into useful indicators and analyses on issues like the
characterization of the demand, the performance of the mobility system or users’ preferences.
TAToo is created to address the needs of cities or organizations that want to analyse their data and
characterize its demand and infrastructure. It depends, apart from the tracking data, on the existence of a
map to perform the necessary evaluations.
Tatoo is a joint development of TIS, PTV SiSTEMA and INESC-ID. It will be made available, for free, for the
TRACE pilots and applications by followers of the project during the TRACE lifetime.

3.2.1 OBJECTIVES
The high-level objectives for the development of this tool were to make available to stakeholders, particularly
mobility planners and policy makers, relevant information on the use of walking and cycling infrastructure,
enabling them to identify needs and problems, prioritize actions and evaluate measures.
The specific objectives for the Tool were to:





Translate walking and cycling trajectory data into relevant indicators;
The output on indicators should be applicable for analysis in GIS tools;
The Tool should be compatible with different trajectory data (from multiple sources), map data and
GIS tools;
The Tool should be, as much as possible, easy to use.

Emphasis is given to the strategic option not only to use data from a diversity of sources (the historical input
data can be collected from any tracking application according with general specifications), but also to provide
the ability to use its results on an open basis, i.e., the results should be presented in such a way that any
existing commercial or open source transport planning and/or GIS tool should be able to read them and
produce outputs and visualizations.
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3.2.2 CHALLENGES
The following challenges with the development of TAToo are highlighted:
Map matching
“Map matching” is the process of allocating trajectories recorded by GPS based devices to the existing
mobility network. In other words, it creates the possibility of knowing exactly in which roads/streets each
person/vehicle has passed by a given trajectory. Map matching is more widely developed for car traffic, for
which there is a higher demand of congestion information and data availability. Since pedestrians and cyclists
have different characteristics of behaviour, the challenge of map matching is different, thus it was a challenge
associated to the development of the tool to develop an appropriate map matching algorithm.
Map availability
The existence, characteristics and adaptation of maps to be used in a map matching tool oriented to the
walking and cycling tracking was, since the beginning, one of the main risks of the testing phase.
The most widespread map databases (such as Google Maps, OpenStreetMap, …) are mainly oriented to the
road traffic network, combining the set of roads available with the possible and forbidden movements (e.g.,
turns or wrong ways). These network maps are usually not so detailed when it comes to the walking and
cycling movements, resulting in missing several pedestrian connections and the lack of representation of
some of the main pedestrian movements.
Additionally, a map for walking and cycling movements should also be simpler than traffic oriented maps,
because the number of needed parameters is lower (e.g., no need to specify the maximum speed) and
because forbidden movements (like prohibited direction or turns) are frequent and should be “accepted” by
the tool as possible movements by the users.
Indicators
After the identification and prioritization of indicators desired by planners, policy makers and other
stakeholders, the challenge was to being able to compute the desired indicators from the walking and cycling
trajectory information. The elaboration of calculation methods, consistent with the available data, was a
particular challenge.
User friendliness
While TAToo is meant to integrate complex trajectory and map data and produce indicators and
visualizations in a flexible and open way, this poses challenges over the implementation of a tool that to be
used by without recurring to IT experts and within simple enough steps. Even though this is partly not a
technical challenge in itself, it has been a challenge to produce a user-friendly tool within the available
development resources.
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4. Technical description
4.1. Architecture
4.1.1 MAIN ARCHITECTURE ASPECTS
TAToo computes several KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) after the mapmatching of the GPS trajectories.
For that, it comprises 2 different engines: the map matching engine and the KPI engine.

TAToo User Interface
Tracking data
OSM to TRACE conversion tool

Map

+

KPI engine

Map-matching engine

GIS analyses

Figure 1 – Structure of the process of using the TRACE Tool
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4.1.2 TECHNICAL CHOICES
Indicators
The process of selection of indicators of TAToo followed some steps:





An early consultation of stakeholders (through a survey and workshop) resulted in a long list of
indicators that would be useful for the purpose of walking and cycling mobility planning.
Each indicator of the list was attributed with a level of importance
The resources needed for technical implementation of each indicator were assessed.
Based on the level of importance and resource assessment, a final list was defined for
implementation in the tool.

Data Format
The main choice regarding the technical characteristics of the data involved was its format and the possibility
of exchanging information between partners, organizations and the mapmatching and indicator software
development company (SISTeMA). Both the maps data and the tracking data were decided to be used in SQL
– Structured Query Language, a language used in programming and designed for managing data held in a
relational database management system (RDBMS), or for stream processing in a relational data stream
management system (RDSMS).
Data structure
The structure of each one of the files needed (one for maps data and other for tracking data) was also
defined, namely the characteristics of each map object and the GPS positions from the tracking devices and
methodologies, as well as the mandatory inputs and outputs from TAToo (in terms of data format and
semantic content). The map structure was based on the structure applied by the software Visum (a traffic
modelling software), facilitating the possible future compatibility of TAToo with this software.
Map matching
The map matching algorithm applied is based on SiSTEMA’s algorithm initially designed for motorised traffic.
Even though the principles applied in the algorithm are also applicable to walking and cycling, there are
differences in terms of user behaviour, like speed, turns and possibility to use different types of infrastructure
that affect the optimal algorithm parameters. Theses parameters were adjusted accordingly, but the TRACE
pilots will give a valuable opportunity to test them and to adjust for more reliable matching. The approach
applied by the algorithm in question is provided in Appendix II.
Map availability
Either using a local map or one available from OpenStreetMap, the conversion to TAToo’s format should be
enabled. In the first option, the conversion of the local map should be guaranteed by the user of TAToo. For
the second option, a separate tool was created (by INESC-ID) to convert OpenStreetMap maps into the
format required by the TRACE data analysis Tool. Thus, it is possible for any user to apply TAToo, even if a
specific local map is available. The disadvantange of this possibility in relation to using a tailored local map,
is that OpenStreetMap maps are more prone to have inconsistencies with reality (since they depend on the
crowd to update them) and not always include links that are not used by cars but may be used by pedestrians
or cyclists. However, the users always have the possibility to directly correct the local OpenStreetMap and
reusing it when inconsistencies are identified.
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Figure 2 – TAToo map definition interface

4.2. Main features in detail
4.2.1 MODES OF TRANSPORT
The Tool supports walking and cycling mode trajectories. The analysis of each mode is done separately, i.e.
in each run of TAToo the user should either be analyzing walking or cycling trips.

4.2.2 NETWORK DIMENSIONS AND ZONING
The indicators of TAToo characterize the state of the use and performance of the infrastructure and/or
characterize aspects of the walking or cycling trips. For such, each indicator is defined in a given dimension
of the mobility network, of the following set:
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Nodes
Links
Areas/Zones
Area-Area (Origin-Destination pairs)

The zoning (areas) considered by TAToo are the ones defined by the map included in TAToo. However, if the
map does not include originally a zoning system, TAToo is prepared to automatically create a zoning – as
simple square zoning with the square length defined by the user.

4.2.3 INDICATORS
The list of the key performance indicators (KPI) calculated by TAToo was defined together with SISTeMA,
according to the effort needed to each one and the available budget, selected from the preliminary long list
created after the TRACE stakeholder consultation.
The final list of indicators is synthetized in the following table:

Element
KPI

Node

Link

Area/
Zone

AreaArea
(OD)

Volume of Users
Number of Trips (origin)
Number of Trips (destination)
Average speed and standard
deviation
Level of service
Average distance
Average trip time
Congestion
Waiting time

The definition of each one of the KPI’s for computation in TAToo is attached to this report (Appendix III). It is
worth to mention the concept applied to two of the indicators, as they reflect the topic of the call to which
TRACE applied and relate to the developments of the ongoing European project FLOW1. The two indicators
are Congestion and Level of Service.

1

See http://h2020-flow.eu/
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Definition of Congestion and Level of Service
The starting point, in line with the goal of project FLOW, is that the definition and analysis of the phenomenon
of congestion should be redefined to consider multimodal congestion. According to it, congestion should not
be analysed for a single mode of transport (motorized road transport), but for all existing modes of transport.
In practice, if a given measure is considered for reducing congestion, it should consider the time impact on
all types of users. For example, the impact of a traffic light for optimizing traffic should not forget the
consideration of the travel time costs to pedestrians or cyclists.
TAToo should include an indicator that is consistent with this principle. First of all, a Congestion indicator
should be defined. Unlike motorized traffic, congestion of pedestrians and cyclists is a concept with a limited
application in most urban mobility planning environments, and the definition of what it should be is not
widespread. The TRACE Tool considers a definition similar to the one applied for car traffic, where the
indicator reflects in some way what is the loss of time in relation to a free flow situation, where free flow
speed is defined by the average speed that occurs when the infrastructure is uncongested, i.e. there are no
delays caused by other vehicles. This definition is static in relation to the design of the infrastructure, in the
way that it considers free flow speed for the infrastructure as it is, including for example traffic lights.
To fully accommodate the multimodal time assessment, TAToo considers an additional indicator, the Level
of Service, which does not take the infrastructure design as static, by considering a free flow speed that
corresponds to the average speed that would happen if there would be no constraints whatsoever (like traffic
lights) in the infrastructure. The Level of Service indicator thus allows assessing the time conditions for a
mode independently of the current infrastructure design. In other words, it considers both the time delays
caused by other vehicles or people and by infrastructure constraints. In this scope, it is the indicator that
should be considered when assessing possible infrastructure design changes.
A relevant example to characterize the meaning of Congestion and Level of Service would be a link with a
traffic light, where there is not a very high density of cyclists (or pedestrians) and the traffic light imposes
high waiting times on them. Because, due to the limited density, the cyclists are not causing delays on each
other, the Congestion indicator is valued at its best value, since the respective free flow speed incorporates
the conditions of the infrastructure which determine that they have a high waiting time even under low
density of users. On the other hand, the Level of Service indicator will have a low score, since the waiting
time is high in relation to the ideal infrastructure conditions (with no barriers).
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Figure 3 – Excerpt of definitions of Congestion and Level of Service (see Appendix III)

4.2.4 USER SEGMENTS
The tool allows to differentiate the analyses per user segments. This user segments are flexible and defined
by the user, while the trajectory data must include information of the segment of each trajectory.

Figure 4 – Definition of user segments in the user interface of TAToo

4.2.5 GIS DATA APPLICATION
TAToo produces indicator data that can be visualized using GIS tools. The connection between the indicator
results and the map database should be possible with common GIS applications, which provide the
appropriate functionalities and attractive interface for location based data. This will allow each user to use
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the software that is already available in their organization. Also, it provides full freedom for the user to
explore and manipulate the indicator data in accordance with the local purpose. This may include conducting
integrated analyses with other data, like land use data. For example, it could be assessed how much the
presence of bicycle friendly links, or the existence of bicycle parking facilities, influence cycling (see Chapter
6 for more examples).
On the other hand, the drawing of visualizations in a given GIS software requires the development of the
respective workspace, which requires minimal knowledge about the use of such software. The TAToo user
interface allows to automatically create a workspace in QGIS, a free GIS software. In practice, this enables a
user who is not familiar with GIS software to access the key visualizations and data query environment
associated with the TAToo indicators.

Figure 5 – Visualization of indicator output in GIS tool

4.2.6 TATOO USER INTERFACE
TAToo provides an user interface that supports the user in the conduction of the basic tasks made by the
tool:





Instalation of required software
Map generator (from OSM)
Data filters and model parameters
Run of mapmatching and indicator calculation
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Specific queries on results
Generation of QGIS workspace

The TAToo user interface runs on a Visual Basic for Applications in a Microsoft Excel environment.

Figure 6 – TAToo user interface main menu

4.2.7 USE REQUIREMENTS
Technical requirements
In order to allow TAToo to work properly on a Windows environment, the following set of system
requirements from the operating system is mandatory:






Microsoft Windows OS version 10
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5
PostgreSQL 9.4
PostGIS 2.1 extension
Excel 2013 or later

PostgreSQL is an Open Source object-relational database (ORDBMS) – i.e. a RDBMS, with additional (optional
use) "object" features – with an emphasis on extensibility and standards compliance. As a database server,
its primary function is to store data securely, and to allow for retrieval at the request of other software
applications. relational database. The PostGIS extension for PostgreSQL adds support for geographic objects
to the PostgreSQL object-relational database. An internet connection is only optional. Also, the Web Service
URLs registration is needed, since the software is based on internal web-service communication.
Procedures before using TAToo


Obtaining trajectory data in the specified format;
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Obtaining a map and converting it to the tool format (the OSM to TRACE conversion tool can be used
through TAToo’s user interface);
Create on the machine a PostgreSQL database with the trajectory and map data, register the Web
Service via command-line interpreter and open the necessary port in the firewall.
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5. Development and testing
5.1. Development
The TAToo development included the following modules, developed by the indicated entities:







Specification of indicators – TIS
Map matching - SiSTEMA
Indicator calculation - SiSTEMA
Map conversion tool – INESC-ID
QGIS workspace generation - TIS
User interface - TIS

The Map matching and indicator calculation modules were developed under a subcontract by SiSTEMA, an
experienced transport model software developer with a previous background on map matching and indicator
specification of trajectory data.
An additional feature developed in relation to the initial plan was the OSM to TRACE map conversion tool
(developed by INESC-ID), in order to guarantee that each site is able to use TAToo in case of non-availability
of another map.
The detailed specifications on the calculation of indicators is described in Appendix III.
An explanation on the method used for mapmatching is given in Appendix II.

5.2. Testing
The process followed for the testing of TAToo was the following:
1. Initial light testing (by SISTeMA), before delivery of TAToo to TIS
2. Testing of TAToo, by TIS, of the following elements
a. Input trajectory data format
b. Input map (from the OSM to TRACE map conversion tool)
c. Map matching and indicator calculation
3. Application and analysis of the indicator results in GIS tools (QGIS), considering specific cases of
analysis for planning and measures
The tests applied trajectory data from Turin, Breda (Positive Drive app data) and Bologna (European Cycling
Challenge data), and comprised mainly cycling, but also walking trips (from the Positive Drive app data).
The testing led to the identification of some gaps and elements for further improvement, particularly:




Bugs (e.g., inconsistencies between the files’ or variables’ formats, mistaken units from the KPI’s
results, representation of different directions, … );
User-friendliness of the pre-Tatoo application process – the number of steps to be given in advance
to the application of TAToo were significant and involved some complexity for users without specific
knowledge on databases
Malfunctions of OSM to TRACE map conversion tool.
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The testing led to the following actions or plans for future action towards the commercial exploitation of
TAToo:




Correction of existing bugs in the mapmatching and indicator calculation modules;
Correction of elements of the OSM to TRACE map conversion tool;
Development of a dedicated user interface covering:
o Introduction of simplifications and automatisms in the preparation of inputs for the tool;
o Simplification and clarifications to the User Guide;
o Development of a GIS workspace that could be applied in future applications of TAToo;

5.3. Further improvements and corrections
A budget is foreseen to support the application of TAToo in the TRACE sites and followers. This budget might
also be used to carry out further improvements to TAToo identified as useful during the TRACE pilots. The
criteria of selection of improvements to produce will depend both on the actual volume of resources required
for the technical support and on the relative interest of such improvements for the future commercial
exploitation of the TRACE data analysis Tool.

6. TAToo analyses and applications
TAToo may be useful to a wide range of users, from policy-makers to students, and from bicycle advocates
to infrastructure managers. As stated by the TRACE Surveys, even raw GPS logs are found useful for many
the consulted transport planners (62% referred its importance regarding cycling tracking). The availability of
such data may contribute to the development of different research activities and “work paths”, being
important per se to be crossed with the available maps and other data.
The possibility of a basic overlapping of those GPS raw trajectory points with a city map (in a so called “heat
map”) may thus be already useful to address some local questions. TAToo contributes to a fuller overview of
the cycling movements as part of the transport system, providing additional information that is useful for
capacity analyses, traffic lights adjustments or prioritization of interventions, for instance.

6.1. Analyses based on the TAToo indicators
6.1.1

CITY AGGREGATE (MACRO LEVEL)

Macro level analysis relates to indicators of the city as a whole. They become more informative if compared
to macro indicators of other cities, providing an overall account of the performance of the city in relation to
travel characteristics like average speed and speed variability, congestion and level of service.
Speed: average speed in a city depends on various elements including the quality of the infrastructure, the
profile of users, local culture (both average walking and cycling speed vary across cities depending on the
local culture - e.g. Amsterdam cyclists are know to cycle in a more relaxed and slow way compared to
Copenhagen), and city ortography. Because average speed depends on various elements, it is difficult to
interpret its meaning without additional information.
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Average trip distance: depends on the factors above and also on the quality of the alternative modes of
transportation.
Congestion: congestion is relative actual average local situational free flow speeds, which means that it is
controlled for other internal factors, as the ones outlined above. Therefore, the congestion indicator is
essentially an outcome of the local congestion situation, caused by the density of users.
Level of Service: like congestion, level of service controls for external factors since it is calculated relative to
the local full free flow speed. The comparison across cities should allow to compare how much the existing
infrastructure barriers are impacting travel speed and time.

6.1.2

MOBILITY NETWORK (MESO LEVEL)

Meso level analyses refer to specific characteristics of flows in the city mobility network, referring for
example to where are trips originated and what is their destination (OD matrices), what are the main
corridors and what is their performance. The information at this level is relevant mostly at the scope of
mobility planning, for example in a SUMP or a city cycling or walking plan. The indicators about the current
state of use of the infrastructure and its performance allow for example to define the hierarchy of walking
or cycling links and prioritizing interventions at the network level. Two important cases are mentioned:
Definition of a cycling network hierarchy
The OD volumes of cyclists give information about where from and where to cyclists are going. As a rule, if
there is a significant demand where the cycling conditions are not good, the potential for growth in that
physical space is high. A cycling network hierarchy could be drawn based on this information.
Definition of priority corridors for infrastructure improvement (e.g. cycle highways)
Cycle highways make sense in corridors with high (potential) demand and low level of service. In these
situations, each user will feel a high benefit, and this will multiply by many users. The consideration of the
level of service indicator is not necessarily appropriate in all situations, particularly in starter cities; users
tend increase the speed when sharing the space with (and feeling pressure of) cars, so in some situations
high speed may mean be correlated with low attractability for the average potential user.

6.1.3

LINKS, NODES, ZONES (MICRO LEVEL)

This level of analysis refers to particular links, nodes or areas. Again, the TAToo indicators allow to hint on
possible problems and priorities for improvement. Just like at the city network level, volumes tend to indicate
potential for growth, congestion indicates user density issues and level of service signals an infrastructure
with barriers. The Waiting time indicator aggregates the the volume of users and level of service indicators,
incorporating how much time users are losing in relation to a full free flow situation. Two typical micro level
actions that may be triggered or prioritized through the analysis of TAToo indicators are:
Removing bottlenecks in nodes
A high waiting time in a given node suggest a potential improvement for cycling or walking. This could trigger
a multimodal congestion analysis (see below) possibly leading to a revision of the node flow management
system, typically traffic light cycles.
Improving quality of links
A lower than ideal speed - more appropriately indicated by congestion and level of service - in a link signals
a potential improvement. A local observation may then clarify what is the cause of the low speed: small width
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of the infrastructure, urban furniture, surface quality, high user density, conflicts with other users (cyclists,
pedestrians and cars), or simply the local land use (like a shopping area).

6.2. Monitoring effects of interventions
Tracking data allows to see in much detail what has changed with users whenever a measure is introduced
in the local mobility system. Be it a new link, simply a new sign or construction work, or temporary
experiment, maybe based on behaviour change tracking applications, it is possible to see how users are
reacting to it.

6.3. Integrated analyses incorporating other indicators
The analytical potential of the TAToo indicators may be extended by crossing them with other indicators in
a GIS workspace. Some non-exhaustive examples of analyses are given:
Unrealized latent demand
If existing early demand is an indicator of the demand growth potential in a given area, a low demand may
also mean that there is an unrealised potential if there the local land use conditions suggest that the demand
could be higher than observed. For example, two residential city zones with a similar population and similar
distance to the working activity central area of the city would have a similar latent potential for walking or
cycling. If the TAToo indicators reveal that one of the residential zones has a lower number of trips made
walking or cycling to the center, this may mean that there is unrealized potential. The explanation for this
unrealized potential could be poor infrastructure, which would call for an intervention to improve the quality
of the infrastructure, or other reasons like high quality of alternative mode connections.
The Unrealized potential indicator could be obtained by the difference between observed demand in the
zone and the demand that would be estimated for the zone based on aggregate demand behaviour,
considering the residential or working population of the zone and the distances of that zone to other zones.
Influence of quality infrastructure
By crossing the information on volumes and speeds provided by TAToo with the location of bicycle friendly
links, it is possible to assess the impact of the presence of such bicycle friendly infrastructure on demand.
The same applies to pedestrian links which provide better comparable conditions in relation to the rest of
the network.
Influence of land use
To what extent does land use, and the related motives of travel, influence cycling adoption. This influence
may be assessed by crossing information of cycling volumes with land use information. For instance, how is
cycling adoption influenced if the destination zone is a commercial area, or a university? To control for the
total amount of trips, this analysis could include the consideration of full OD matrices.
Type of users and behaviour
Data on type of users does not actually need to be obtained externally, but can be incorporated in TAToo
through the trajectory data. Specific user behaviour could for different user segments accounting for example
for age, gender, occupation or any other characteristics for which there is availability of information from the
original trajectories. Different user groups could have different behaviour in elements like trip distance,
speed, time of day of trips (related to trip purpose), origin and destination, and route choice.
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Absolute flow volumes
Since TAToo does not have data from the whole population of users - but only of those who actually record
and supply data of their trips - it does not provide information about the absolute numbers of trips. However,
as long as the sample is representative enough, it can be assumed that it gives accurate relative volumes
between links, between week days and between day schedules. Crossing this information with available data
on countings of the absolute number of trips in specific links (through local counting devices or actions), it is
possible to accurate extrapolate the absolute number of trips in all elements of the network for which the
TAToo sample is representative.
Density of users
Density of users is an important indicator for the level of service as perceived by users, both pedestrians and
cyclists. Density is given by the space available to each user by dividing the amount of space by the number
of users. For links for which there is data about the available space (e.g. sidewalk width), and considering
absolute volumes (that can be obtained in the way described above), it is possible to calculate density in the
links.
Influence of specific infrastructure features (traffic lights, parking racks, ...)
Infrastructural elements (like traffic lights or parking racks) not only have an influence on travel time, but
also have known psychological effects on the perceived attractiveness of the path to users. Crossing data on
the presence of traffic lights and the volumes of users in concurrent paths is another possible analysis.

6.4. Uses for other actors
Other than mobility planners, decision makers or advocates, other local actors could potentially benefit from
information given by TAToo. For instance, public and private services may not only learn from the origins and
destinations of their potential visitors, but also develop marketing campaigns directed to their profiles (e.g.,
a coffee shop may build dedicated cycling facilities if they learn that a relevant number of commuting trips
end in that zone). The evaluation of the services location itself may benefit from this data, with two possible
directions: having a certain number/type of shops within the radius of a certain level of demand, or using the
demand to choose the best location (both are a good example of a "evidence-based" approach). The
availability of bike parking racks or bikesharing stations in certain places may also be one of the cases that
use this kind of information.
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7. For more information:


Project coordinator at INESC ID: Paulo Ferreira : paulo.ferreira@inesc-id.pt



Project communication manager at Polis: Giacomo Lozzi: glozzi@polisnetwork.eu



TRACE data analysis Tool development and application: João Bernardino: joao.bernardino@tis.pt



Project website: www.h2020-trace.eu



Twitter: @TRACE_project



TRACE LinkedIn Group: TRACE Project
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Introduction

1

Introduction

SISTeMA, as partner of the European project TRACE, will provide the tool able to perform
analysis of bicycle GPS trajectories as stated in the Grant Agreement 635266 – TRACE.
The tool provided by SISTeMA will perform a map-matching operation from the input GPS
trajectories and produce some key performance indicators (KPI).
Within this document the mandatory inputs and outputs (I/O) will be described, both in term
of data format and semantic contents.

2

System Requirements

Here in the following section we list the system requirements for the operating system:
- Windows OS supplied with .NET 4.5 (Mandatory)
- Postgres 9.4 (Mandatory)
- Postgis 2.1 (Mandatory)
- Internet Connection (Optional)
We point out here how the software resources, as memory requirements, will be dependent
on the size of the network to be examined by the tool.

3

Data model

The data model as described below will be stored into CSV files and PostgreSQL database
tables. For I/O it will be stated which of the two data format is required.

3.1
3.1.1

Inputs
Network & Zoning

Here in the following section we describe all the inputs required for a complete definition of
the network & zoning.
These inputs are expected to be provided with the following format in PostgreSQL database
tables.
The following conventions are used to indicate additional properties attached to a given
table field:
Mandatory fields are denoted by the absence of a default value,
Primary Keys have the superscript index PK,
Unique Keys have the superscript index U.
Each table is described in the same way using the following template:
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FIELD

DATA

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS DEF

NAMEPK

Data Type

Units

Validity
constrains

Details about Default
the
field value
semantics

The Valid field may contain a reference to another field of the same table, or any fields of
of a different table of the database. In these cases, the expression [TABLE.FIELD] will be
used to identify the referenced table and field, regardless of whether relational integrity
constrains are actually implemented on a database.
Some fields in this document are bolded to highlight their importance in the context
of TRACE project.
Some fields in this document are underlined to highlight the possibility to omit them even if
their presence is highly recommended.
Other fields can be left empty.
Although the tool provided by SISTeMA uses a very general scheme of network & zoning
only a limited number of tables are actually needed for this specific TRACE project and the
rest of them can be left EMPTY where specified.

STRT TABLE:
This table contains the street links of the street network. Street links are univocally identified
with the fields IDNO and TAIL. They describe the geometry of the transportation (geometry
field SHAP) and the properties of the street network. A street link is represented as a
directed element connecting street node, named tail node, to another street node, named
head node. Both directions of a street link are two independent entry rows in the database,
which are assigned to the same street link (field IDNO).
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS

IDNOPK

Integer

ID

TAILPK

Integer

ID

[SNOD.IDNO]

Tail street node ID

HEAD

Integer

ID

[SNOD.IDNO]

Head street node ID

REFE

Integer

Option

1,-1

Source direction:

DEF

Street ID

1 = reference
-1 = non reference
NAME

String

Name

LENG

Real

m

≥0

Length

HIER

Integer

Option

[0,9]

Hierarchic level
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SPED

Real

Km/h

≥0

Free flow speed;

50

0 = road closed
CAPA

Real

Veh/h

≥0

Physical Capacity;

2000

0 = road closed
JDEN

Real

Veh/Km

≥0

Jam density; for values < 1
indicates

relative

[Veh/km]

per

density

unit

200

in

capacity

[Veh/h]
JWAV

Real

Km/h

≥0

Jam kinematic wave speed;

20

0 = road closed
≥0

Number of lanes

1

sec

≥0

Delay time at head intersection

0

Real

Coef

[0,1]

Effective green share of the 1
head signal; if CYCL = 0 then
only exit bottleneck capacity
share; 0 means road closed

Real

sec

≥0

Cycle time of head signal;

NLAN

Real

ITIM

Real

GREN

CYCL

0

0 = no traffic signal at head
ATTR k

Real

any

K-th additional attribute

Null

(each attribute is given in a
separate row)
SHAP

Shape

polyline

Link shape, oriented in the travel
direction (TAIL HEAD)
The shapes related to the same
street but different directions
must be given in the database in
opposite ways.

DISA

Integer

option

[0,1]

Street arc is disabled

0

SNOD TABLE:
This table contains the street nodes of the street network. Street nodes determine the
locations of the road intersections. They are starting and terminating elements of street
links.
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FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS

IDNOPK

Integer

ID

Street Node ID

ZCOO

Real

m

Elevation

POINT

Shape

Point

Point Geometry

DEF

Null

STUR TABLE:
This table contains the street-to-street turns of the street network. Street turns are
geolocated as points (geometry field POIN). They are identically identified with a directional
from street link (fields FRST and FSND) and a directional to street link (fields TOSK and
VSND).
This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS

FRSTPK

Integer

ID

[STRT.IDNO]

From street ID

FSNDPK

Integer

ID

[SNOD.IDNO]

From street node ID

TOSTPK

Integer

ID

[STRT.IDNO]

To street ID

VSNDPK

Integer

ID

[SNOD. SNOD]

Via street node ID

ATTR k

Real

Any

K-th additional attribute

Def

Null

(each attribute is given in a
separate row)

DISA

Integer

Option

POIN

Shape

Point

[0,1]

Turn is disabled

0

Point

SNOD_CONNECTION_INFO TABLE:
This table contains the information to create connections between SNOD coming from
different data sources. Two street nodes are connected if the following conditions are
satisfied:
1. Distance[N1,N2] <= DCON[N1] and Distance[N1,N2] <= DCON[N2]
2. CTAG_EQUALITY[N1] ∩ CTAG_DISEQUALITY[N2] is not Empty
3. CTAG_DISEQUALITY[N1] ∩ CTAG_DISEQUALITY[N2] is Empty
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This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS

DEF

SNODPK

Integer

DCON

Real

CTAG_EQUALITY

String

Set of equality Null
tags to filter the
connection
(comma
separated set)

CTAG_DISEQUALITY String

Set
of Null
inequality tags
to filter the
connection
(comma
separated set)

[SNOD.IDNO] Street node ID
m

≥0

Connection
distance

Null

ADDR TABLE:
This table contains the addresses of the street network. Each address is associated to a
position (between FPRG and TPRG) along a street link identified by STRT and FSND.
This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS

IDNOPK

Integer

ID

STRT

Integer

ID

[STRT.IDNO]

FSND

Integer

ID

[SNOD.IDNO] From street node
ID

NAME

String

Name

0,1,2,3

SCNR

Integer

Option

DEF

Address ID
Street ID

Street name

Null

Civic
number Null
scheme on right
side:
0 = mixed,
1 = odd,
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2 = even,
3 = no scheme
FCNR

Integer

#

≥0

First civic number Null
on driving side

TCNR

Integer

#

≥0

Last civic number Null
on driving side

CAPR

String

Name

Postal code
driving side

LOCR

String

Name

Local place name Null
on driving side

MUNR

String

Name

Municipality name Null
on driving side

PROR

String

Name

Provence name Null
on driving side

STAR

String

Name

Country name on Null
driving side

FPRG

Real

Coef

[0,1]

Initial progressive Null
along street length

TPRG

Real

Coef

[0,1]

Final progressive Null
along street length

POIN

Shape

Point

Point

on Null

Null

LINK TABLE:
This table contains the links of the assignment network. This is the network which might be
useful for the simulations and be different from the street network (namely it can be a
selection and aggregation of major streets). Links describe the geometry of the
infrastructure (geometry shape SHAP) and the parameters of the assignment model
network. They connect nodes, which means intersection in private transport. A link is
represented as a directed element and it is described by the tail ID and head node ID. Both
directions of a link are two independent rows in the database, which are the assigned the
same link ID (field IDNO). The temporary function of a link is defined by field DVAL. The
delay function of a link is defined by the field FUNC. The link type classification of a link is
defined by field LTYP. Links with field CONN equal to 1 are connectors, which are special
links with tail or head defined on a node associated to a zone (ZONE table).
In the particular case of TRACE project the STRT and LINK tables are expected to be filled
semantically with the same properties.
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FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS

IDNOPK

Integer

ID

TAILPK

Integer

ID

[NODE.IDNO]

Tail node ID

HEAD

Integer

ID

[NODE.IDNO]

Head node ID

REFE

Integer

Option

-1,1

Source direction;

DEF

Link ID

Null

1 = reference
-1 = non reference
NAME

String

Name

Name

Null

LENG

Real

m

≥0

Length

HIER

Integer

Option

[0:9]

Hierarchical level

0

CONN

Integer

Option

0,1

Connector;

0

0 = no
1 = yes
≥0

BFLW

Real

Veh/h

Base flow

0

PROJ

String

ID

DVAL

Integer

ID

[DVAL.IDNO]

Day validity ID; Null means Null
always valid

LTYP

Integer

ID

[LTYP.IDNO]

Link type ID; null means no Null
LTYP

LFTS k

Fields

Project name to aggregate Null
results

Add all k fields of LTYP, Null
except for IDNO and
NAME;
Null inherits from Link type
(each attribute is given in a
separate row)

ATT k

Real

Any

K-th additional attribute

Null

(each attribute is given in a
separate row)
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SHAP

Shape

Polyline

Shape of the link oriented
as travel direction (TAIL
HEAD)

LTYP TABLE:
This table contains the link types of the assignment network. Link types describe the trafficrelated properties of links by link attributes. Each link belongs to a link type via its LTYP
attribute.
In the particular case of TRACE project the LTYPE table is expected to be filled
semantically with the same properties contained in STRT and LINK.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

IDNOPK

Integer

ID

Link type ID

NAME

String

Name

Name

Null

NLAN

Integer

n

Number of lanes;

1

≥0

SEMANTICS

DEF

0 means road closed
CAPA

Real

Veh/h

≥0

Physical capacity;

2000

0 means road closed
OCAP

Real

Veh/h

≥0

Physical capacity at 2000
the end of the link;
0 means road closed

SPED

Real

Km/h

≥0

Free flow speed;

50

0 means road closed
ITIM

Real

sec

≥0

Constant delay time at 0
the head intersection

CYCL

Real

sec

≥0

Cycle time of the head 0
signal; 0 means no
traffic signal

GREN

Real

coef

[0,1]

Effective green share 1
of the head signal; if
CYCL = 0 then only
exit
bottleneck
capacity share;
0 means road closed
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JDEN

Real

Veh/km

≥0

Jam density; for values <
1

indicates

200

relative

density in [Veh/km] per
unit capacity [Veh/h];
0 means road closed

JWAV

Real

≥0

Km/h

Jam kinematic wave 20
speed;
0 means road closed

CSPE

Real

≥0

Km/h

Connection speed;
0
means
closed

FUNC

Integer

ID

0

walking

[FUNC.IDNO] Performance function Null
ID; null means no
congestion

LKST TABLE:
This table contains the many-to-one map between the street network and the assignment
network. Each entry associates a segment of a street link to a segment of a link. One or
more streets are thus mapped onto each single link.
A segment of a street link is represented by:
-street ID and tail street node ID pair (field STRT, FSND) identifying a directional street link
-linear progressive of link initial node along street element (field FRSP: if link initial node is
not on the current street link then FRSP=0)
-linear progressive of link final node along street element (field TOSP: if link final node is
not on the current street link then TOSP=1)
A link segment is identified by:
-link ID and tail node ID pair (fields LINK, FNOD) identifying a directional link
-linear progressive along link element of the relative STRT initial node (field FRLP: if street
link initial node is not on the current link then FRLP=0)
-linear progressive along link element of the relative STRT final node (field TOLP: if street
link final node is not on the current link then TOLP= 1)
If a street link is not included in this table (field STRT, FSND) it means that the infrastructure
is not represented in the assignment network.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT VALID

SEMANTICS

STRTPK

Integer

ID

Street ID
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FSNDPK

Integer

ID

[SNOD.IDNO] From street node ID

FRSP

Share

Coef

[0,1]

Linear progressive of 0
link initial node along
strt element; 0 also if
link initial node is not on
the current strt

TOSP

Share

Coef

[0,1]

Linear progressive of 1
the link final node along
strt element; 1 also if
link final node is not on
the current strt

LINK

Integer

ID

[LINK.IDNO]

Link ID

FNODPK

Integer

ID

[NODE.IDNO] From node ID

FRLP

Share

Coef

[0,1]

Linear progressive of 0
street initial node along
link; 0 also if street initial
node is not on the
current link

TOLP

Share

Coef

[0,1]

Linear progressive of 1
street final node along
link; 1 also if street final
node is not on the
current link

NODE TABLE:
This table contains the nodes of the assignment network. They determine the location of
the road intersections (geometry field POIN). They are starting and terminating elements
of the link (table LINK). Any number of nodes can be incorporated in a main node. Nodes
with negative IDNO are by convention associated to zones.
In the particular case of TRACE project the SNOD and NODE tables are expected to be
filled semantically with the same properties.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

IDNOPK

Integer

ID

Main node ID

NAME

String

Name

Name

MNOD

Integer

ID
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Null means no main node
POIN

Shape

Point

Point

ZONE TABLE:
This table contains the zones of the assignment network. By convention, zones are
associated to nodes having a negative IDNO, referred to the NODE field.
Zones are the origins and destinations of trips. This means that in an assignment each trip
starts in a zone and ends into another zone. Zone connect the transport supply and the
travel demand, which contains the demand of all OD pairs of the model.
Any number of zones may be combined to form a zone group (filed ZGRP).
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS

NODEPK

Integer

ID

[NODE.IDNO] Node ID

NAME

String

Name

SORI

Integer

Option

Name
0,1

Origin
shares:

DEF

Null
connectors 0

0 = no
1 = yes
SDES

Integer

Option

0,1

Destination connectors 0
shares:
0 = no
1 = yes

SKIM

Integer

Option

0,1,2,3

Skim matrix:

0

0 = both
1 = origin
2 = destination
3 = none
ZGRP

String

ID

EVAC

Integer

Option

Group
aggregation Null
name for results

0,1

0 = not evacuation zone 0
1 = evacuation zone
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≥0

GFLW

Real

Veh/h

SHAP

Shape

Polyline

Generation flow

0

Shape of the zone

TURN TABLE:
This table contains the turns of the assignment network. Turns describe the manoeuvre
parameters between two directional links. Turns are geographically localized as points
(geometry field POIN). Turns are univocally identified with a directional “from link” (field
FRLK and FNOD) and a directional “to link” (field TOLK and VNOD). A turn between two
links is denied when it is defined but disabled (field DISA > 0 or CAPA = 0). The temporary
validity of a turn is defined by field DVAL.
This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS

DEF

FRLKPK

Integer

ID

[LINK.IDNO]

From link ID

FNODPK

Integer

ID

[NODE.IDNO]

From node ID

TOLKPK

Integer

ID

[LINK.IDNO]

To link ID

VNODPK

Integer

ID

[NODE.IDNO]

Via node ID

DELY

Real

sec

≥0

Delay; null means 0

Null

CAPA

Real

Veh/h

≥0

Capacity;

Null

0 means close;
Null means ∞
PRIO

Real

coef

≥0

Priority multiplier;

Null

Null means 1
DISA

Integer

Option

0,1,2

Disabled;

Null

0 = no,
1 = yes physical,
2 = yes legal,
Null means 0
FUNC
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Null
means
congestion
DVAL

Integer

ID

[DVAL.IDNO]

no

Day validity ID;

Null

Null means always valid
POIN

Shape

Point

Point

MNOD TABLE:
This table contains the main nodes of the assignment network. They are geolocated as
points (geometry field POIN). Any number of nodes can be incorporated in a main node.
Main nodes can be used to aggregate a complex intersection of the assignment network
into a single node.
This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS DEF

IDNOPK

Integer

ID

Main node ID

NAME

String

Name

Name

POIN

Shape

Point

Point

Null

MTUR TABLE:
This table contains the main turns of the assignment network. Main turns describe the
manoeuvre parameters via a main node. Main turns are geolocated as a point (geometry
field POIN). Main turns are univocally identified with a directional “from link” (fields FRLK
and FNOW) and a directional “to link” (fields TOLK and VNOD).
This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS

FRLKPK

Integer

ID

[LINK.IDNO]

From link ID

FNODPK

Integer

ID

[NODE.IDNO]

From node ID

TOLKPK

Integer

ID

[LINK.IDNO]

To link ID

VNODPK

Integer

ID

[NODE.IDNO]

Via node ID

DELY

Real

sec

≥0

Delay; null means Null
0
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CAPA

Real

Veh/h

≥0

Capacity;
0 Null
means
closed;
null means ∞

PRIO

Real

Coef

≥0

Priority multiplier; Null
null means 1

DISA

Integer

Option

0,1,2

Disabled:

Null

0 = no,
1 = yes physical
2 = yes legal,
Null means 0
FUNC

Integer

ID

[FUNC.IDNO]

Performance
Null
function ID; null
means
no
congestion

DVAL

Integer

ID

[DVAL.IDNO]

Day validity ID; Null
null
means
always valid

POIN

Shape

Point

Point

TSYS TABLE:
This table contains the transport systems of the network model. They are univocally
identified with the field CODE. All the network object (link, turns….) can refer to some
transport systems (usually with the field TSYS). For example it can be specifically defined
a set of transport systems allowed to travel along some link or to accomplish a turn. Field
HDWY,
HREG,
BOARDING_CAPACITY,
ALIGHTING_CAPACITY,
VEHICLE_CAPACITY, SET_CAPACITY are related to public transport only, so there are
useless for private transport systems.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID SEMANTICS

IDNOU

Integer

ID

Transport system ID

CODEPK

String

ID

Transport system code

NAME

String

Name

Name

Null

TYPE

Integer

Option

Type:

1

[-5,1]

DEF

= 1 : private/road
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= 0 : walking/connection
< 0 : public category
SPED

Real

Km/h

›0

Commercial Speed

50

EQVE

Real

Coef

≥0

Vehicle equivalents

1

DISA

Integer

Option

0,1

Disable in simulations:

0

0 = No
1 = Yes
ICON

String

HDWY

Real

Full path of the file Null
representing icon of the
transport system
≥0

Sec

Default headway;
0
means
service

HREG

Real

Coef

≥0

0

continuous

Headway regularity erlang 1
parameter;
0 means deterministic
1 means exponential

BOARDING_CAPACITY

Real

Pax/sec ≥ 0

Boarding capacity:

0

0 means ∞
ALIGHTING_CAPACITY Real

Pax/sec ≥ 0

Alighting capacity:

0

0 means ∞
VEHICLE_CAPACITY

Real

Pax

≥0

Total physical capacity:

0

0 means ∞
SEAT_CAPACITY

Real

Pax

≥0

Seat Capacity:

0

0 means ∞

MODE TABLE:
This table contains the modes of the network model. A mode can include either one private
transport system or several transport systems.
Each mode refers to a route choice preference with the field PREF.
FIELD

TYPE
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IDNOU

Integer

ID

Mode ID

CODEPK

String

ID

Mode Code

NAME

String

Name

Name

Null

OCCF

Real

User/veh

Occupancy factor

1

PATC

Real

€

>0

Path choice variance 0
per cost unit:
> 0 means probit,
< 0 means logit
0 means deterministic

ICON

String

Path

PREF

Integer

ID

Icon path

Null

[PREF.IDNO] Route
choice Null
preference; null means
default values

PREFERENCE_GROUP TABLE:
This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

GROUP_IDPK

String

ID

Identifier of a set of
mode-preference

MODE_IDNOPK Integer

[MODE.IDNO]

ID of the mode

PREF_IDNO

[PREF.IDNO]

ID of the pref

Integer

VALID SEMANTICS

DEF

PREF TABLE:
User preferences can be customized for a project adding generic attributes by modifying
this table. By default the table does not contain any of them.
(Note: R means “Road”, T means “Transit”)
This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD
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IDNO

Integer

NAME

String

VOFT

Real

€/h

≥0

Value of time

VOFD

Real

€

≥0

Value of distance

LSPE

Real

Km/h

≥0

Speed limit (R); 0
means no limit

MSPE

Real

%

≥0

Speed multiplier
(R); 0 means no
multiplier

CONM

Real

%

≥0

Congestion delay
multiplier (R)

LNWT

Real

Min

≥0

Max wait at nodes
(R); 0 means no
limit

TORT

Real

€/round ≥ 0

Disutility
tortuosity (R)

RTRN

Real

€/round ≥ 0

Disutility for right
turns (R)

LTRN

Real

€/round ≥ 0

Disutility for left
turns (R)

MUHS

Real

%

≥0

Maximum uphill
slope
(R);
0
means ∞

MDHS

Real

%

≥0

Maximum
downhill slope (R);
0 means ∞

USLO

Real

€/km/%

≥0

Kilometer disutility
per uphill slope
percent (R)

DSLO

Real

€/km/%

≥0

Kilometer disutility
per downhill slope
percent (R)
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CHUP

Real

€

≥0

Disutility
for
change to better
roads (R)

CHDW

Real

€

≥0

Disutility
for
change to worse
roads (R)

EVNT

Integer

Option

0,1

If one consider
events into the
shortest path

TSTA

Integer

Option

0,1

If one consider
traffic states into
the shortest path

HTSTA

Integer

Option

0,1

If one consider
historical
traffic
states into the
shortest path

CDYN

Integer

Option

0,1

If one consider
base performance
into the shortest
path

BDYN

Integer

Option

0,1

If one consider
base performance
into the shortest
path

LEVk

Real

€/km

WSPE

Real

Km/h

≥0

Speed on the
walking tsys (T); 0
means no specific
speed

HYPP

Integer

Option

0,1,2

Route complexity
(T):

Kilometer disutility
on road level k (R)

0 = single paths
1 = common lines
2 = hyperpaths
DHYP
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improvement
of
expected time to
destination
RIDE

Real

Coef

≥0

Disutility coef of
riding time (T)

WAIT

Real

Coef

≥0

Disutility coef of
waiting time (T)

WALK

Real

Coef

≥0

Disutility coef of
walking time (T)

TRAN

Real

€

≥0

Transfer Disutility
coef of alights (T)

DISA

Real

€

Disutility
of
travelling on a
disabled link

SYSk

Real

€/Km

Kilometer disutility
on public tsys type
k (T)

EXTEk

Real

€/exte

Disutility per unit
of
the
k-th
externality

ATTR k

Real

€/attr

Disutility per unit
of k-th attribute

BHVR TABLE:
This table contains the behaviours of the network model. A behaviour defines the
parameters for the elastic demand modelling of the demand segments.
This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

IDNOU

Integer

ID

Behaviour ID

CODEPK

String

ID

Behaviour Code

NAME

String

Name

Name
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DEPC

Real

€

≥0

Departure time choice 0
logit
parameter;
0
means deterministic

DEL0

Real

min

≥0

Threshold delay

DEL1

Real

min

≥0

Maximum
delay;
means no limit

DELC

Real

Coef

≥0

Disutility coef of delay 0
time

ADV0

Real

min

≥0

Threshold advance

ADV1

Real

min

≥0

Maximun advance;
means no limit

0 0

ADVC

Real

Coef

≥0

Disutility
coef
advance time

of 0

TRIC

Real

€

≥0

Generation choice logit 0
parameter; 0 means
deterministic

NTRI

Real

n

≥0

Maximum number of 0
trips;
0
means
mandatory

UTRI

Real

€

MODC

Real

€

0
0 0

0

Utility of making the trip
≥0

0

Mode
choice
logit 0
parameter; 0 means
deterministic

DVAL TABLE:
Validity items called Day Validities are used to enable or disable some objects of the model
(e.g: links, turns, demand segment, temporary attributes….) according to the date of the
simulation (day and time). A Day type is a configuration of a standard-day which is
associated to any number of Day Validities.
Each Day Validity is defined as a set of day, eventually implicit (ex: all the Sundays). The
set of days is described by the combination of one or more Day Validity Element. Each Day
Validity Element is composed by a set of clauses (ex: day of the week, month of the year,
….) whose intersection defines a subset of days (i.e. the clauses of a single Day Validity
Element are in AND relation). The union-set of these subsets define the day validity
activation period (i.e. the Day Validity Element of a Day Validity are in OR relation).
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Therefore, a simulation can be performed per day-type (no calendar) or in a specific date.
In the former case, all the objects with a Day Validity which is active during that Day Type
are active, without further checks on the day. In the latter case, it is checked whether the
date satisfies the conditions of the day validity of the object. Of course the within-day time
validity is anyhow considered in both cases.
This table contains the day validities.
This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

IDNOPK

Integer

ID

Day validity ID;
reserved key: 0
means always, -1
means never

NAME

String

Name

Name

EXCL

Integer

Option

0,1

SEMANTICS

Validity
exclusion:

DEF

Null
by 0

0 = no, 1 = yes.
This allows to use
day
validity
elements in a
complementary
way (i.e. all days
except the ones
defined by the
day
validity
elements)
WGHT

Real

Coef

≥0

Weight

FDAY

Integer

yyyymmdd

[19000101,21000101]

First day, null Null
means
from
always

LDAY

Integer

yyyymmdd

[19000101,21000101]

Last day, null Null
means
from
always

1

DVEL TABLE:
This table contains the day validity elements.
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This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS DEF

DVALPK

Integer

ID

[DVAL.IDNO]

Day
ID

IELEPK

Integer

ID

≥0

Day validity
element
index

DAWE

String

Option

7 x Y/N; “-” allowed

Days of the Null
week
from
Sunday; null
means all Y

DAMO

String

Option

31 x Y/N; “-” allowed

Days of the Null
month from
Sunday; null
means all Y

WEMO

String

Option

5 x Y/N; “-” allowed

Weeks of the Null
month
(as
seven days
in-a-row, not
Sun-Mon);
null means
all Y

WEYE

String

Option

52 x Y/N; “-” allowed

Weeks of the Null
year
(as
seven days
in-a-row, not
Sun-Mon);
null means
all Y

MOYE

String

Option

12 x Y/N; “-” allowed

Months
of Null
the year; null
means all Y

IDAY

Integer

yyyymmdd

[19000101,21000101] Initial
day; Null
null means
DVAL.FDAY
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EDAY

Integer

yyyymmdd

[19000101,21000101] End day; null Null
means
DVAL.LDAY

ITIM

Integer

hhmmss

[000000,240000]

Initial time; Null
null means
000000

ETIM

Integer

hhmmss

[000000,240000]

End
time; Null
null means
240000

DTYP TABLE:
This table contains the day type of simulations. The weight attribute WGHT is used for
result aggregation for an analysis horizon (e.g: a year).
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

IDNOPK

Integer

ID

Day type ID

Name

String

Name

Name

Null

WGHT

Real

Coef

Weight

1

≥0

SEMANTICS DEF

DTYV TABLE:
This table contains the many-to-many relation between day type and day validities. Any
number of day validities can be associated to a day type.
This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS DEF

DTYPEPK

Integer

ID

[DTYP.IDNO] Day type ID

DVALPK

Integer

ID

[DVAL.IDNO]

Day
ID

validity

MOTS TABLE:
This table contains the relation between modes and transport systems.
This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
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FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

MODEPK

string

ID

[MODE.CODE] Mode code

TSYSPK

string

ID

[TSYS.CODE]

Tsys Code

ID

[FUNC.IDNO]

Function
Null
code.
This
function can
be used to
compute
custom
properties of
the specified
transport
system into
the
given
mode.

SPEED_FUNC Integer

SEMANTICS DEF

DAY2DTYP TABLE:
This table contains the association, if any, between a particular date and the
corresponding day type. Generally it overrides any other association possibly evaluated
by the software.
This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

DAYPK

Integer

yyyymmdd

DTYP

Integer

ID

VALID
[19000101,21000101]

SEMANTICS DEF
the
date
associated
with
a
particular
day
The
DTYP.IDNO
associated
with DAY

DTSY TABLE:
This table contains the denied transport systems for the assignment network.
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Denied transport systems are univocally identified with a directional from link (fields LINK
and FNOD) and the code of the denied transport system (TSYS).
This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS DEF

LINKPK

Integer

ID

[LINK.IDNO]

Link ID

FNODPK

Integer

ID

[NODE.IDNO]

Link Tail ID

TSYSPK

string

ID

[TSYS.CODE]

denied
transport
system code

DSLT TABLE:
This table specifies which transport system are denied for a given link type.
This table has to be defined in the Database but can be probably given EMPTY in the
specific context of TRACE.
FIELD

TYPE

UNIT

VALID

SEMANTICS DEF

LTYPPK

Integer

ID

[LTYP.IDNO]

Link Type ID

TSYS PK

string

ID

[TSYS.CODE]

denied
transport
system code

3.1.2

GPS Trajectories

To produce KPI, as for example averaged speeds over the arcs of the given STRT graph,
the tool provided by SISTeMA will perform a map-matching operation of the input GPS
points. In this procedure an ordered sequence of points (pairs of coordinates) are taken
and a sequence of street arcs that best match the input points on the graph are found.
The input GPS points are expected to be provided with the following format in a CSV file.
The CSV format is a simple text message containing GPS point information for each row
(comma separated). The format of the rows is:

ID, TIMESTAMP, XCOO, YCOO, VEHICLE CLASS
where:
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- ID: unique identifier of a vehicle trajectory (String)
- TIMESTAMP: datetime of the GPS point
It must be interpretable by Date.Parse() function of the .NET framework. (API reference:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/itit/library/1k1skd40.aspx).
- XCOO, YCOO: they are respectively the X coordinate (longitude) and Y coordinate
(latitude) of the FCD point.
- VEHICLE CLASS: Transport System (String).
It is strictly required in input to have all the data written in the CSV file running first a loop
over the ID and then DATE. Here a brief example of CSV file:

4261353,2015-11-30 22:43:58,45.445988,9.124048,bycicle
4261353,2015-11-30 22:44:57,45.445496,9.121952,bycicle
4261353,2015-11-30 22:45:57,45.444817,9.119162,bycicle
4261353,2015-11-30 22:46:57,45.444828,9.119143,bycicle
4261353,2015-11-30 22:47:57,45.444832,9.119166,bycicle
4261353,2015-11-30 22:48:57,45.444782,9.119164,bycicle
4261353,2015-11-30 22:49:57,45.444794,9.119179,bycicle
4261353,2015-11-30 22:50:57,45.444767,9.119217,bycicle
4261354,2015-11-30 22:43:58,45.445988,9.124048,bycicle
4261354,2015-11-30 22:44:57,45.445496,9.121952,bycicle
4261354,2015-11-30 22:45:57,45.444817,9.119162,bycicle
4261354,2015-11-30 22:46:57,45.444828,9.119143,bycicle
4261354,2015-11-30 22:47:57,45.444832,9.119166,bycicle
4261354,2015-11-30 22:48:57,45.444782,9.119164,bycicle
4261354,2015-11-30 22:49:57,45.444794,9.119179,bycicle
4261354,2015-11-30 22:50:57,45.444767,9.119217,bycicle
4261355,2015-11-30 22:43:58,45.445988,9.124048,bycicle
4261355,2015-11-30 22:44:57,45.445496,9.121952,bycicle
4261355,2015-11-30 22:45:57,45.444817,9.119162,bycicle
4261355,2015-11-30 22:46:57,45.444828,9.119143,bycicle
4261355,2015-11-30 22:47:57,45.444832,9.119166,bycicle
4261355,2015-11-30 22:48:57,45.444782,9.119164,bycicle
4261355,2015-11-30 22:49:57,45.444794,9.119179,bycicle
4261355,2015-11-30 22:50:57,45.444767,9.119217,bycicle

3.2

Outputs

The Outputs produced in the context of TRACE project are KPIs.
The complete list of KPI is:


Volume of Users per Link



Volume of Users per Node



Number of trips originated per area (Origin)



Number of trips ended per area (Destination)
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Volume of the users per area-area (Origin-Destination)



Speed average per Link



Speed standard deviation per Link



Level of service per Link



Level of service per Node



Average Distance per area-area (Origin-Destination)



Trip time average per area-area (Origin-Destination)



Congestion per Link



Waiting Time per Link



Waiting Time per Node

They have been defined in a different document with title “TRACE-KPIs”.
The entire set of KPIs can be separated respect to four main features.
Indeed KPIs are only related to streets, nodes, areas and couples of areas.
The outputs are provided with the following format in a CSV file.
Given the separation described above they are written in four typical files:
• traceLinkKPIs.csv
• traceNodeKPIs.csv
• traceAreaKPIs.csv
• traceArea-AreaKPIs.csv
All KPIs are evaluated and then proﬁled accordingly to the following dimension:
• transport mode M (ﬁxed into the DB)
• day-type DT (ﬁxed into the DB)
• time granularity TG, i.e. 1 hour (conﬁguration of the Tool)
• group of users UG (conﬁguration of the Tool)

3.2.1

KPI per Link

Given an historical data set of FCD trajectories, after the map-matching procedure over the
input street graph, the tool can deliver for all the streets associated to at least one trajectory
the following KPIs:
MODE, DAY TYPE, HOUR BUCKET, IDNO, FROM NODE, VOLUME OF USERS,
SPEED AVERAGE, SPEED STANDARD DEVIATION, LEVEL OF SERVICE,
CONGESTION, WAITING TIME
Where the indices MODE, DAY TYPE, HOUR BUCKET, IDNO, FROM NODE are defined
as:
- MODE: MODE identifier. It is related to the variable (table.field) = (MODE.IDNO). (Integer)
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- DAY TYPE: DAY TYPE identifier. It is related to the variable (table.field) = (DTYP.IDNO).
(Integer)
- HOUR BUCKET: Ordinal time interval of the day with duration DAY_TIME_WINDOW
(configuration variable) minutes.
- IDNO: STREET identifier. It is related to the variable (table.field) = (STRT.IDNO).
- FROM NODE: NODE identifier. It is related to the variable (table.field) = (SNOD.IDNO).

3.2.2

KPI per Node

Given an historical data set of FCD trajectories, after the map-matching procedure over the
input street graph, the tool can deliver for all the streets associated to at least one trajectory
the following KPIs:
MODE, DAY TYPE, HOUR BUCKET, IDNO, VOLUME OF USERS, LEVEL OF SERVICE,
WAITING TIME
Where the indices MODE, DAY TYPE, HOUR BUCKET, IDNO are defined as:
- MODE: MODE identifier. It is related to the variable (table.field) = (MODE.IDNO). (Integer)
- DAY TYPE: DAY TYPE identifier. It is related to the variable (table.field) = (DTYP.IDNO).
(Integer)
- HOUR BUCKET: Ordinal time interval of the day with duration DAY_TIME_WINDOW
(configuration variable) minutes.
- IDNO: NODE identifier. It is related to the variable (table.field) = (SNOD.IDNO).

3.2.3

KPI per Area

Given an historical data set of FCD trajectories, after the map-matching procedure over the
input street graph, the tool can deliver for all the streets associated to at least one trajectory
the following KPIs:
MODE, DAY TYPE, HOUR BUCKET, IDNO, NUMBER OF TRIPS ORIGINATED PER
AREA, NUMBER OF TRIPS ENDED PER AREA
Where the indices MODE, DAY TYPE, HOUR BUCKET, IDNO are defined as:
- MODE: MODE identifier. It is related to the variable (table.field) = (MODE.IDNO). (Integer)
- DAY TYPE: DAY TYPE identifier. It is related to the variable (table.field) = (DTYP.IDNO).
(Integer)
- HOUR BUCKET: Ordinal time interval of the day with duration DAY_TIME_WINDOW
(configuration variable) minutes.
- IDNO: AREA identifier. It is related to the variable (table.field) = (ZONE.NODE).
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3.2.4

KPI per Area-Area

Given an historical data set of FCD trajectories, after the map-matching procedure over the
input street graph, the tool can deliver for all the streets associated to at least one trajectory
the following KPIs:
MODE, DAY TYPE, HOUR BUCKET, IDNO ORIGIN, IDNO DESTINATION, VOLUME OF
USERS, AVERAGE DISTANCE, AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME
Where the indices MODE, DAY TYPE, HOUR BUCKET, IDNO ORIGIN, IDNO
DESTINATION are defined as:
- MODE: MODE identifier. It is related to the variable (table.field) = (MODE.IDNO). (Integer)
- DAY TYPE: DAY TYPE identifier. It is related to the variable (table.field) = (DTYP.IDNO).
(Integer)
- HOUR BUCKET: Ordinal time interval of the day with duration DAY_TIME_WINDOW
(configuration variable) minutes.
- IDNO ORIGIN: origin AREA identifier. It is related to the variable (table.field) =
(ZONE.NODE).
- IDNO DESTINATION: destination AREA identifier. It is related to the variable (table.field)
= (ZONE.NODE).
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1.1

Methodology – Map-Matching Algorithm

The algorithm is designed to work incrementally, so when a new point of a given trajectory
is available, all data of the trajectory are retrieved, and the map-matched path built until the
last point is augmented coherently to the new arrived point. The new path can be really
different from the old one because it does not simply expand the old path. More in details
a score value can be associated to each map-matched trajectory; every time a new point
is taken into account, the algorithm generates N new paths sorted accordingly to the score
value. The lower the score the better is the map-matched trajectory.
At each iteration a new sorted set of best paths is created expanding all paths stored into
the previous sorted set. The expansion of a path consists in exploring the forward star of
the last street arc and subsequent arcs. The stopping criteria of this expansion is described
later on. Each new visited street arc produces a new path that is inserted into the new
trajectory sorted set. When all old paths are expanded the new sorted set (with only the
first N best paths) replaces the old one, and the trajectory is ready to be improved by a new
incoming GPS point.
When a trajectory has to be built for the first time, so when the first GPS point is incoming,
the sorted set of trajectory is filled with all street arcs that are part of the forward star and
backward star of all nodes belonging to a circle area centered around the GPS point itself
(see Figure 1). The score of these starting trajectories is given only by the distance between
p
the GPS point and the corresponding street, so only the contribute f1 (see Table 1) is taken
into consideration.

GPS
point

Figure 1: Given a GPS point (red dot) from which a new trajectory has to be created, a
circle (the blue area) around it will be considered and for all nodes (blue dots)
of the graph inside this area every street arc (green arrows) ingoing and
outgoing them will be taken into consideration in order to create the first set of
trajectories.
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1.1.1

Methodology – Trajectory Score

The score of a trajectory T is defined as a weighted sum of 5 contributes. The weight of
each of them is a configuration parameter of the software (see Error! Reference source n
ot found.).
K

5
p

score T = ∑ (∑ wi fi )
p=1

i=1

where p is the p-th point out of K defining the trajectory, wi is the weight of the
p
fi contributions. The individual contributions are described in the table below:
Score Contribution

Description

𝑝

Distance between the GPS point and the matched arc

𝑝

Difference between the time needed to cover the path
connecting two consecutive GPS points and the timespan of
the input timestamps of the same points.

𝑝

Difference between the as the crow flies distance between two
consecutive GPS points and the length of the path covered on
the graph between the projection feet of these two points

𝑝

U-turn penalty

𝑝

Angle between the direction defined by two consecutive GPS
points, and the direction identified by the last piece of the mapmatched trajectory

𝑓1

𝑓2

𝑓3

𝑓4
𝑓5

Table 1: Score contributes defining the global score of a trajectory
In the following subsections, we will be describe a little bit more in detail each component
of the total score of a trajectory.

1.1.1.1

𝐩

𝐟𝟏 score

p

f1 score is meant to match the nearest street to the given GPS point.

B

A
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Figure 2: Given a GPS point that is associated to a street, the orthogonal projection
𝐩
segment AB (dashed blue) is the score 𝐟𝟏 . Pay attention to the fact that, if the
GPS point is outside the orthogonal band defined by the street itself, the
projection segment is that one connecting the tail or the head of the street (see
sub-figure).

1.1.1.2

𝐩

𝐟𝟐 score

𝐩

𝐟𝟐 score is meant to match streets for which the travel, computed using the base speeds,
time along the map-matched path is the most similar to the elapsed time as measured from
the GPS timestamps. Take in mind that this score prefers uncongested streets over the
congested ones.

T2

TGPS2

T1
TGPS1
𝐩

Figure 3: Given two consecutive GPS points, 𝐟𝟐 score is computed as the difference
between the elapsed time of the two GPS timestamps, and the time needed to
cover the matched path (green line) between the feet of the projected GPS
𝐩
points. 𝐟𝟐 = |(𝐓𝐆𝐏𝐒𝟐 − 𝐓𝐆𝐏𝐒𝟏 ) − (𝐓𝟐 − 𝐓𝟏 )| .

1.1.1.3

𝐩

𝐟𝟑 score

𝐩

𝐟𝟑 score is meant to minimize the total travel length making it as similar as possible to the
crow-flies distance.
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B2

B1

A2
A1
𝐩

Figure 4: Given two consecutive GPS points, 𝐟𝟑 score is computed as the difference
between the as the crow flies distance of the two GPS points (dashed blue
segment), and the matched path length (green line) between the feet of the
𝐩
projected GPS points. 𝐟𝟑 = |𝐋(𝐀𝟏 , 𝐁𝟏 ) − 𝐋(𝐀𝟐 , 𝐁𝟐 )| , where 𝐋(𝐏, 𝐐) is the
distance of the polyline connecting points P and Q.

1.1.1.4

𝐩

𝐟𝟒 score

𝐩

𝐟𝟒 score is meant to penalize U- turns

a
T2

T1
T3

Figure 5: Given the three points T1, T2, T3 the blue path has to be compared to the green
one in order to select the best map-match. The green path contains the U-turn
penalty that is proportional to the travel time needed to go from the head of the
arc “a” up to the point T2 (dashed red double arrow).

1.1.1.5

𝐩

𝐟𝟓 score

𝐩

𝐟𝟓 score is meant to prioritize paths for which the travel direction is as much as possible
similar to that one defined by the line connecting GPS points.
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θ

B2

B1

A2
A1

𝐩

Figure 6: Given two consecutive GPS points 𝐟𝟓 score is proportional to the angle θ
between the line connecting the two GPS points and the line identified by the
last piece of the map-matched trajectory.

1.1.2

Methodology – Trajectory Expansion

The map-matching algorithm works incrementally, so every time a new GPS point arrives
(except the first one) old matched paths are expanded in order to build a new set of paths.
For each path of the old set a new path is created associating the new GPS point to the
last segment of the old path. After that the expansion can proceed using one of the two
following strategies depending on the chosen configuration of the software:
 If the last GPS point is associated near the end of the last street of the previous path,

then for each arc of the forward star of this last street a new path is created.
 Regardless the first association, for each arc of the forward star of the last street of the

previous path, a new path is generated if the foot projection of the last GPS point on
the arc under consideration is less than 1, and a new expansion starting from this new
arc is performed in a recursive manner if the foot projection is greater than 0.
In Figure 7 we show the meaning of the foot projection. It is the signed ratio between the
length of the projected vector connecting the tail of the street and the GPS point along the
street, and the length of the street itself. The sign is positive if the projected vector has the
same direction of the street, otherwise it is negative.
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S
L

𝛼>1

θ

0≤𝛼≤1

𝛼=

𝐿
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(cos 𝜃)
𝑆

𝛼<0

Figure 7: GPS foot projection. S is the length of the street, L is the length of the projection
of the vector (blue arrow) connecting the tail of the street to the GPS point, θ is
the angle between the street and the aforementioned vector.
In Figure 8 and Figure 9 there are examples showing how α is computed, just to clarify
better its meaning.

Figure 8: Street arcs with the green halo have 𝛂 > 𝟏, while those with the red halo have
𝛂 < 𝟏. For the other arcs 𝟎 ≤ 𝛂 ≤ 𝟏, and the projection line is shown (blue
line).
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Figure 9: Street arcs with the green halo have 𝛂 > 𝟏, while those with the red halo have
𝛂 < 𝟏. For the other arcs 𝟎 ≤ 𝛂 ≤ 𝟏, and the projection line is shown (blue
line).
While the first expansion strategy will produce every time a finite small number of new
paths, the second strategy, being recursive, could produce a lot of new paths and so the
stopping criteria is really important. In Figure 10 there is a sketch of the non-recursive path
expansion, while in Figure 12 and Figure 13 there is an example of the recursive method.
In the last case the stopping criteria has to allow approaching the new GPS point and
stopping when we are going far away from it. Moreover it must take care of avoiding infinite
looping over the same streets too. The stopping criteria is built based on the value of α;
when it is less or equal to zero, then the corresponding link is not anymore expanded. There
is a nice and easy geometrical interpretation of this criteria as show in Figure 11.
Old Path

 PTV AG 28-Apr-17
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Figure 10: Non-recursive path expansion. In the leftmost panel there is the starting path
(blue halo) that will be expanded. In the central panel the new GPS point
(green dot) is associated to the last link of the old path and this new path is
added to the set of new paths. In the rightmost panel the forward star of the
last link of the old path is explored and the new GPS point is associated to
each outgoing link creating a new path for each link.

expansion
YES

A
expansion
NO

B

Figure 11: Given a path (blue halo) and a new GPS point (blue dot), the
expansion is allowed only for the links (green arrows) of the forward star of the
last arc of the path that are into the half-plane region defined by the orthogonal
line to the segment joining the new GPS point (A) with the head of the last arc
(B). Dashed green line highlights the expansion region, while the dashed red
one shows the forbidden region. This criteria allows expansion in the direction
of the new GPS point and until it is not overcome.
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Figure 12: Based on the recursive expansion the new GPS point (green dot) produces
three new paths “A”, “B” and “C” (see Figure 13), highlighted with blue halo.
After the first mandatory association, the forward star of the link “a” is
composed by links “b”, “c”, “e” and “f”, but only “c” and “f” can be expanded. So
taking “f”, only the link “h” can be expanded again and then the recursion stops
producing the path “A” (afh). While taking “c” its forward star can be
expanded in “l” and “d”, so following “l” the recursion stops immediately
creating the new path “B” (acl); and following “d” its forward star can be
expanded only in “f” and the recursion produces the new path “C” (acd
fh).
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Figure 13: During the creation of this path an important check is enforced to avoid infinite
recursion, indeed when the link “d” must be expanded the allowed forward star
is composed by links “f” and “c”. While taking “f” is fine, using “c” produces an
infinite looping over the links “c” and “d” (acdcdcd …). This issue
is avoided imposing that the path we are building does not contains duplicated
links.
It is important to notice that the recursive expansion does not avoid to create paths with
loops; the imposed constraint that stops the infinite recursion however can produce at most
between two consecutive GPS point one loop (as in Figure 13). In principle it is right to
leave the map-matching creating looping paths, and usually they will be discarded having
higher scores compared to the straight ones.
Another important point to take in mind is that the Marchal algorithm is well suited for high
frequency rate GPS points, so the non-recursive expansion procedure will fail for low
sampling rate, mainly due to the fact that the expansion has a depth of only one step. So
the recursive expansion has to be preferred in these situations. However if two consecutive
points are really far away the recursive expansion has the drawback that the computational
effort can be really high due to the fact that a lot of new paths can be produced. In this case
a shortest path approach must be preferred. Indeed VT has a configuration setting for which
an A* shortest path search is performed when the as crow flies distance between two
consecutive points exceeds a given threshold. The algorithm is designed to seamlessly
switch between the expansion approach, whatever it is, and the shortest path one.
As said before the algorithm works incrementally; it takes the old set of best paths
expanding all of them and taking the new best N in term of score to create the new set.
This operation, for memory and computational optimization reasons, is not performed as
described, i.e. firstly creating all new paths, then sorting by score and keeping the best N.
The new set of paths has the fixed capacity of N and every time a new path is generated it
is inserted into the new set using an insertion sort if either the set is not full yet or the score
is better than the worst one actually into the set. In Figure 14 is sketched this operation.
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New Path Set

Old Path Set

A: score 2
B: score 5

A: score 2
C: score 3
D: score 6

B: score 5

E: score 1
A: score 2
F: score 4

C: score 3

B: score 5

Figure 14: Strategy used to create the new set of paths from the previous set. Each
coloured box represents a path and when its colour is dark it means we are
expanding it and inserting the new generated paths into the new set.
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1. Introduction
Within this document we describe in details all the KPIs computed in the
Tool provided by PTV SISTeMA for the TRACE project.

2. KPIs
For the entire set of KPIs to be computed within the TRACE project,
here in the following a brief description and the corresponding
mathematical formulation is given. Moreover, dummy examples are
provided in order to elucidate their meanings.

All KPIs are evaluated and then profiled accordingly to the following
dimensions (if not stated differently):


transport mode M (fixed into the
DB) day-type DT (fixed into the
DB)



transport mode M (fixed into the



time granularity TG, i.e. 1 hour (configuration of the Tool)



group of users UG (configuration of the Tool)

We also mention that the Tool provided by PTV SISTeMA requires
some inputs as the graph, the zoning, the transport mode and the daytypes. Once they are defined in the Database the profiling of the KPIs
is done according to this set of inputs. Then to profile differently the
incoming data it is required to change them and run again the Tool.

For what it concerns the KPIs related to Area/Zones we mention here
that all the averages are made over all the links for which we have a
given measure. Explicitly, if a zone z have 5 links, but only three of these
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belong to some trajectories, then for our computation we will consider
only these three links.

2.1. Volume of Users
2.1.1 Link
Definition - For each link of the graph how many trajectories passed
through it are counted.

Mathematical formulation -We define the volume of users per link as:

Where t is the trajectory index, l is the index of the link and T is the total
number of trajectories of the dataset (L label stands for Link). For “t ϵ l"
we mean “trajectory t passing through link l".

Example - After the map-matching procedure we have 5 trajectories
passing through the link l = 3. Assuming that M, DT, TG, UG are the
same, then we have:
VolL(3) = 5.
2.1.2 Node
Definition - For each node of the graph how many trajectories passed
through the defined node are counted.

Mathematical formulation - We define the volume of users per node as:
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Where t is the trajectory index, n is the index of the node and T is the
total number of trajectories of the dataset. For “t ϵ n" we mean “trajectory
t passing through node n" (N label stands for Node). Basically for each
node of the graph, the sum of all two-link turning manoeuvres having
the given node as the head of one link and the tail of the subsequent
link, are counted.

Example - After the map-matching procedure we have 7 trajectories
passing through the node n = 6. Assuming that M, DT, TG, UG are the
same, and then we have:
VolN (6) = 7.

2.2. Number of trips originated per zone
(Origin)
2.2.1 Area
Definition - The number of trajectories, started in a link belonging to the
defined area given as Origin, are counted.

Mathematical formulation - We define the volume of users per zone
(defined as Origin) as:

Where t is the trajectory index, z is the index of the zone and x0 is the
starting point of the trajectory t (O label stands for Origin).

Example - After the map-matching procedure we have 7 trajectories starting in the
zone z = 3. Assuming that M, DT, TG, UG are the same, and then we have:

NO(3) = 7.
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2.3. Number of trips ended per zone
(Destination)
2.3.1 Area
Definition - The number of trajectories, ended in a link belonging to the
defined area given as Destination, are counted.

Mathematical formulation - We define the volume of users per zone
(taken as Destination)
as:

Where t is the trajectory index, z is the index of the zone and xf is the
ending point of the trajectory t (D label stands for Destination).

Example - After the map-matching procedure we have 7 trajectories
ending in the zone z = 3. Assuming that M, DT, TG, UG are the same,
and then we have:
ND(3) = 7.

2.4. Volume of the users per OriginDestination
2.4.1 Area-Area
Definition - The number of trajectories, started in a link belonging to
first defined area and ended in a link belonging to second defined area,
are counted.
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Mathematical formulation - We define the volume of users related to
a given origin and destination as:

Where t is the trajectory index, z1 is the index of the first zone (Origin
area), z2 is the index of the second zone (Destination area), x0 is the
starting point of the trajectory t, xf is the ending point of the trajectory t
(O and D labels stand for Origin and Destination).

Example - After the map-matching procedure we have 12 trajectories
starting in the zone z1 = 3 and ending in the zone z2 = 5. Assuming that
M, DT, TG, U G are the same, and then we have:
NOD(3; 5) = 12.

2.5. Speed average
2.5.1 Link
Definition - It is the average speed over the trajectory belonging to the
specified link.

Mathematical formulation - We define the average Speed per Link as:

Where t is the trajectory index, l is the index of the link and Vt is the
velocity computed in trajectory on the link l. The denominator is the sum
of trajectories passed through the link.

Example - We assume M, DT, TG, UG to be the same and after the map-matching
procedure we have 2 trajectories passing through the link l = 5 with the values of
velocity respectively 3 m=s and 6 m=s. Then the speed average is:
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V (5) = 4,5 m/s

2.6. Speed standard deviation
2.6.1 Link
Definition - Standard deviation of 2.5.1.

2.7. Level of service
Before to define the level of service we introduce the concept of free
flow speed for two different cases.
In the first case, we haven't both the altitude of the tail and/or the altitude
of the head of the link. Then we compute the free ow speed as:
Vffs = x
Where Vffs is the freeflow speed, x is a default value editable by the user
(in the database at the level of graph structure). The default value to be
included is 25km=h.
In the second case, we have both the altitude of the tail and the head of
the link. Then we compute the free flow speed as:
Vffs = x + y * s
Where y is a default value editable by the user (in the database where
there is the graph structure), and s is the slope of the link, to be
computed as the altitude difference of the tail head couple over the
distance between them. The default value of the y variable to be
included is 1:79km=h.
If the value of Vffs, computed by the previous formula, is higher than
40km=h or lower than 5km=h, it is set respectively to 40km=h and
5km=h values.
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2.7.1 Link
Definition - Average speed per link as defined in 2.5.1 over the free flow speed.

Mathematical formulation - We define the level of service per Link as:
L(l) = V (l)/Vffs
where V (l) is the average speed of the defined link and Vffs is the free
flow speed, defined above.

Example - We assume M, DT, TG, UG to be the same and a given link
l = 3 with the average velocity 3 m=s and a Vffs of 6m=s. Then the level
of service per link is:
L (3) = 3/6 = 0,5
2.7.2 Node
Definition - It is the average level of service over all the links starting
from and ending to a defined node (said differently it is the Level Of
Service of a turn manoeuvre)
Mathematical formulation - We define the level of service per Node as:

where p is the index of the path, l is the link index, tail(l) is the node
at the beginning of the link l, head(l) is the node at the end of the link l
(N label stands for Node). Finally, L(l) is the average level of service of
the link l. The denominator is the number of links which have the
specified node as head or tail.

Example - We assume M, DT, TG, UG to be the same and given a node n = 6
there are 4 links starting and ending in this node. If the levels of service on the
nodes are respectively 0:3, 0:5, 0:1 and 0:7, then the Level of service for

Node is:
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2.8. Average Distance
2.8.1 Area-Area
Definition - Average distance over all the trajectories starting in the first
defined zone and ending in the second defined zone.

Mathematical formulation - We define the distance average per a
given origin and destination as:

Where z1; z2 are two zones, t is the trajectory index and len(t) the
sum of the lengths of the links belonging to it and x0 is the starting point
of the trajectory t, xf is the ending point of the trajectory t (O and D labels
stands for Origin and Destination). The denominator is the number of
trajectories which start in the first zone and end in the second one.

Example - We assume that M, DT, TG, UG to be the same and given
an OD couple (z1; z2) = (3; 4) there are 3 trajectories starting in zone z1
= 3 and ending in zone z2 = 4. If the lengths of the links are respectively
30m, 40m and 50m, then the average distance is:
DOD(3; 4) = 40m
Trip time average
2.9.1 Area-Area
Definition - Average time over all the trajectories starting in the first
defined zone and ending in the second defined zone.

Mathematical formulation - We define the Trip time average per a
given origin and destination as:
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Where z1; z2 are two zones, t is the trajectory index and time(t) its
travel time, x0 is the starting point of the trajectory t belonging to the
zone z2, xf is the ending point of the trajectory t belonging to the zone
z2 (O and D labels stands for Origin and Destination). The denominator
is the number of trajectories starting in the first zone and ending in the
second one.

Example - We assume M, DT, TG, UG to be the same and given an
OD couple (z1; z2) = (3;4) there are 3 trajectories starting in zone z1 =
3 and ending in zone z2 = 4. If the travel times of the trajectories are
respectively 300s, 400s and 500s, then the trip time average is:
T T OD(3; 4) = 400s

2.9. Congestion
2.10.1 Link
Definition - The congestion level of a link is defined as 1 minus the ratio
between the average speed on the link and the speed in a free flow
condition, which is the average speed evaluated over a particular
daytime interval.

Mathematical formulation -

where with CLL(l) we mean congestion level of the link l; V (l) is the
average speed on the link.

e

V ffs is the speed in a free flow condition, defined as the average of the
speed over a predefined time interval (11 a.m - 3 p.m).
Example - We assume M, DT , TG, UG to be the same and a given link
l = 3. On this link the average speed is 6m=s. After profiling the speed
between 11 a.m.
and 3 p.m.
we get as average
speed
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12m=s. Then, the congestion level on link 3 is:

2.10.

Waiting Time

2.11.1 Link
Definition - The waiting time per link is defined as the travel time
average per link minus the length of the link divided by the free ow
speed on this link, which is given by the user. If this quantity is less than
zero, we take zero.

Mathematical formulation -

where time(l) is the ratio between the length and the average speed of
the link and Vffs is the free ow speed on this link.

Example - We assume M, DT, TG, UG to be the same and a given link
l = 3 with length 3m. On this link the average time is 6s and the free ow
speed is 1m=s. Then the waiting time is:

2.11.2 Node
Definition - The waiting time per node is defined as the average travel
time of all the links starting from and ending to defined node.

Mathematical formulation - We define the waiting time per Node as:
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where p is the index of the path, l is the link index, tail(l) is the node at
the beginning of the link l, head(l) is the node at the end of the link l (N
label stands for Node) and W TL(l) is defined above. The denominator
is the number of links which have the specified node as head or tail.

Example - We assume M, DT, TG, UG to be the same and given a node
n = 3, there are 2 links starting and ending in the defined node. If these
links l = 4 and l = 6 have W TL(4) = 3s and W TL(6) = 4s. Then the
waiting times per node is:
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Introduction

Introduction
This is the user guide for the TRACE Tracking Analysis Tool (TAToo), which translates
walking and cycling trajectory data into indicators that are meaningful for mobility
planning and decision making.
TAToo generates output indicator data that can be visualized in GIS tools.
The target of this guide is TAToo users, in particular mobility planners. The TAToo user
interface makes it possible for a common user to run the tool without specific IT
expertise. Some knowledge of GIS tool application is expected in order to make the
visualization of the indicators.
Further releases of the tool aim to facilitate the process of integration in a GIS tool
(QGIS) and to simplify some of the steps of configuration of the tool.
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Step-by-step guide

A. Open and install TAToo
1. Unzip the contents of the package to a folder to your C: or D: drive.

No network locations are allowed! Please be sure that you unzip
your files to a folder in a local drive (like C: or D:).

2. Copy your trajectories file into the subfolder \Tool\trajectories.
3. Open the file “TAToo.xlsm” in the base folder.

You must enable macros in your Microsoft
Excel to run this application.
If this message shows up, please click on
“Enable Content” button on the yellow bar.

4. The tutorial window will open. Go through the
description of TAToo.

buttons to read a brief

5. Click the “Back” button to return to the “start menu”.

B. Install and configure other required software

This process will take some time, but you only need to do it once.
Probably it will require administrator privileges. Please contact your
IT manager/department to avoid problems.
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6. In the “start menu” choose the option “Install the needed software”.
7. A list of software to install is presented. Please install one by one and proceed
to the “start menu”.
During the PostgreSQL installation, don’t forget to:




Take note of the host name, port, username and password you
choose – it will be need later! In this test phase, we kindly ask
you to use:
o

“localhost” as host name;

o

“5432” as port;

o

“postgres” as username;

o

“postgres” as password.

Take note of the folder where you install it – it will be needed
for the PostGIS installation!

8. In your computer, go to Control Panel > All Control Panel Items >
System and select the option “Advanced system settings”:

9. Select the option “Environment Variables” and, then, create a “user
variables” by selecting the option “New”:
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10. In the variable name, name it “JAVA_HOME” and in variable value set the
folder where Java Development Kit was installed:

11. Create another variable. Name it “PATH”, go to the tool folder and copy the
path of the bin directory inside the “maven” subfolder in the tool folder:

12. Open the pgAdmin III software.
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13. Inside the server available, select
“Databases” with the mouse
right button and go to the option
“New Database”.

14. Fill the database name.

In this test phase, we kindly ask you to use “Database” as database
name.

15. Open the Command Prompt (e.g., typing cmd in the start menu search) and
open the url connection to the server by typing:
netsh http add urlacl
url=http://localhost:8082/fcdmapmatchedresults user=\Everyone

C. Tool configuration
16. Go back to the tool “start menu”.
17. In the “start menu” choose the option “Configure TAToo parameters” (at
this moment, this is the only option available).
18. In the configuration menu, all the configuration sections should be filled.
Choose the option “General configuration”.
19. You may edit the fields related to the server and the database. The previously
input values are set by default.
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In this test phase, we kindly ask you to fill in with the default values
or left blank:


“localhost” as host name (as defined previously);



“5432” as port (as defined previously);



“postgres” as username (as defined previously);



“postgres” as password (as defined previously);



“Database” as database name (as defined previously).

20. Define the duration of each analysis time bucket (default: 15 minutes)
Note: The TAToo indicators will be calculated for given time buckets. For example, if a time bucket of 15
minutes is defined, the results will be available for periods of the day like «from 8:00 to 8:15», «from 8:15
to 8:30», ....

21. Define the size of the zone’s grid size. (default: 2 zones (2 x 2))
Note: Unless you provide a map with a zoning system (not available in this testing phase), TAToo
will generate its own zoning system composed by a grid of rectangles. The grid size defines how
many rectangles will appear on each side of the map area; the total number of zones will be
given by the grid size multiplied by itself (e.g., if it is set to 2, the number of zones will be 4
(2x2))

22. In case you only intend to collect indicators for certain space dimensions,
deselect the ones you do not wish.
Note: Selecting less dimensions will reduce the tool runtime!

23. Click the “Update & Export” button. If the tool was correctly updated, a
message will appear. Click the “Back” button to return to the “Configure
TAToo parameters menu”.
24. Choose the option “Analysis days”.
25. Choose the days you want to analyse by selecting one of the options on the
left or manually selecting the days on the right.
26. Click the “Export” button. If the file was correctly exported, a message will
appear. Click the “Back” button to return to the “Configure TAToo
parameters menu”.
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27. Choose the option “Analysis segments”.
28. Choose the segments you want to analyse by filling in their names.
29. If you want to define and define their full free flow speed or slope correction,
check the option “Show advanced segment properties (speed and
slope correction)”, and new fields will show.
Note: Full free flow speed is the average speed that users do when the flow conditions are
optimal, without delays caused in the interaction with other users, barriers, or infrastructural
elements like traffic lights.
Full free flow speed is distinct from the free flow speed of specific links, because the specific
conditions of the infrastructure in question are not considered.

30. Click the “Export” button. If the file was correctly exported, a message will
appear. Click the “Back” button to return to the “Configure TAToo
parameters menu”.
31. If all the sections were correctly filled in, none of them have the message
“Not updated yet!”. Click the “Back” button to return to the “start menu”.

D. Map export
32. In the “start menu” choose the option “Export
OpenStreetMap” (it should be available by now).

the

map

from

33. If you want to use an OpenStreetMap based map, select the coordinates of
the map to export. The map has to be a rectangle oriented with the cardinal
points, with the coordinates giving the North, South, West and East
boundaries. After exporting the map, update the database.

E. Map-matching process
34. In the “start menu” choose the option “Run key performance indicators”
(it should be available by now).
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35. Click the orange “play button” to start the map-matching and KPI calculator
engines.
36. At the end of the process, a message will appear in the TAToo user interface.
Until then, do not close any of the external windows that will show up. After
the message appear, close the “Vehicle tracker” window.

This process will take long (it could take some hours, depending on
the size of the map and trajectory data) and your Microsoft Excel
will become unavailable during this time! For large maps and
trajectory data, we advise you to let the process running over night!
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